Simulation Numerical Calculation of Mentality State Based on Network Visualization Design
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Abstract. In the network environment, the network interpersonal communication has become more and more frequent, and its accompanied by the personality interaction will affect the development of the students' psychological emotion, which has a great influence on the healthy growth of students. In network communication, psychological motivation is an important factor of leading to the role transformation, because the role transformation has certain regularity, and can have an impact on psychology and communication effect. In this paper, the character interaction theory is introduced into the analysis process of college students’ network psychological, to establish a mathematical model of network character interaction, and then the calculation algorithm of MATLAB is compiled. Through the MATLAB simulation, we can get the quantitative curve analysis of network personality interaction factor, role positioning and status analysis, which provide a new computer method for the study of college students’ network psychology.

Introduction

As college students of the new age, a lot of people like online shopping and online dating etc.. Network is another virtual space free from the real world, and it provides a drama stage for the people, the people are free to choose the play, props and style. In the process of communication, the role is an important concept, but the network communication itself has the features of being virtual and duality, the playing in network communication is that the role theory is applied and alienation in network [1,2]. The network role will have a certain impact on the network mental state, the use of the VB software programming computation and visualization curves show and analyze the network psychology of college students, to get the relationship curve between the college students' network psychological character and network state, which is an innovative method of network psychology study.

Overview of College Student’s Network Character and Mental State Interaction

Now college students’ each person or each dormitory usually have a computer, it makes the college students contact with the network environment that is particularly high frequency, which is the main force of online interactive emotion information under the network environment [3]. With the extension of time, the network will have a relatively large change on the psychological influences factor of college students, especially in the effect of character interaction state, and the role will have a certain impact on the psychological state, the main link is shown in Figure 1. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of college students’ network psychological interactive process, it can be seen that network factors will change greatly under the influence of network environment, and the psychological character and psychological state of the different student group on the internet are statistical calculated by VB software, which can get the final analysis results of network psychology.
Network Role Interactive Mathematics Model and Algorithm Design

According to the character interaction of college students' network psychological, there are great uncertainty factors for each network students groups [4]. So, the mathematical model of network role and state should be calculated by the undetermined coefficient method, this paper uses the undetermined coefficient method to obtain the character interaction mental state function as shown in formula (1).

\[
g(\xi, \eta) = d_0 + d_1\xi + d_2\eta + d_3\xi^2 + d_4\xi\eta + d_5\eta^2 + d_6\xi^2\eta + d_7\xi\eta^2 + d_8\xi^3 + d_9\eta^3 + d_{10}\xi^2\eta + d_{11}\xi\eta^3
\]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Among them, \(d\) shows undetermined parameters, \(\xi\) and \(\eta\) show undetermined function. Using the character interaction theory, assuming that the psychological role and psychological state are respectively denoted as \(i\) and \(j\), network mental performance function is denoted as \(L\), we can get the function equation of role orientation and mental state as shown in formula (2).

\[
\begin{align*}
x &= x_iL_i + x_jL_j + x_kL_k \\
y &= y_iL_i + y_jL_j + y_kL_k
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

This paper uses the influence factors, role orientation and mental state as the interpolation nodes, the use of the undetermined coefficient method can be obtained:

\[
g_1(x, y) = L_iu_i + L_2u_2 + L_3u_3
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Intermediate among the three parameters as interpolation nodes, hypothesis

\[
g_2(x, y) = c_1L_i^2 + c_2L_j^2 + c_3L_k^2 + c_4L_iL_j + c_5L_iL_k + c_6L_jL_k
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Using the undetermined coefficient method, it is obtained

\[
g_2(x, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{3} L_i(2L_i - 1)u_i + 4(L_2L_3u_4 + L_1L_3u_5 + L_1L_2u_6)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

In order to realize the mathematical model and algorithm of college students' network psychology analysis and combined with neural network algorithm, this paper uses MATLAB software mathematical model to carry on calculation program, its used main program are as follows [5,6]:

```matlab
[dW,ls]=learnngd(W,P,Z,N,A,gW,gA,D,LP,LS)
[db,ls]=learnngd(b,ones(1,Q),Z,N,A,gW,gA,D,LP,LS)
info=learnngd(code)
[net,tr,Y,E,Pf,Af]=train(NET,P,T,Pi,Ai)
[net,tr,Y,E,Pf,Af]=train(NET,P,T,Pi,Ai,VV,TV)
k=1;
p=-1:.05:8;
t=1+sin(k*pi/4*p);
plot(p,t,'-');
title(' Psychological analysis function');
xlabel(' Time ');
ylabel(' Nonlinear function ');
```
Research on College Students Psychological Interaction Computing based on MATLAB Software

In order to verify the validity and reliability of the mathematical model and the algorithm of network character interaction in second part, college students’ psychological interaction has been calculated program by using MATLAB software [7]. And the individual psychological state and role has been made quantitative analysis by the visual function of using MATLAB software, the analysis of structure model is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of character interaction network analysis system, the psychological state and network role closely will be tied by using the interactive principle, and then the use of VB software makes a quantitative analysis on the psychological state and network role, the analysis system can carry out visual display, its operating window is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of interface development using MATLAB GUI toolbox, it can be seen that we can build all kinds of buttons and visualization display window in the BLANK column, its calculated curve in this paper are directly displayed on the window, the display development interface is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows a visualization display window of college students' psychological character analysis, the main window is divided into two parts, one part is calculated link button, and another part is the visual display curve [8,9]. Through the mental state, psychological role and influence factor, this three buttons can get the network psychology and character analysis curve.
Fig. 4: College students’ psychological role analysis visualization window

Fig. 5: The calculation convergence residual curve

Fig. 6: Network roles and status analysis curve
Figure 5 shows the convergence curve that can be obtained by calculation with VB software, it can be seen from the chart that with the increase of the iteration number, the computation convergence error will be decreased, and when the iterative calculation is up to the 900 steps, the convergence error will be achieved below $10^{-4}$, it achieves high calculation accuracy.

As shown in Figure 6, it represents the VB analysis curve of network role and state, it can be seen from the chart that the different network produces the different network factors [10]. In the effects of network factor, the network psychological status and roles are different, because the role orientation will make the mental state showing a certain trend, and the network role and status can be statistical calculated by VB software, its results are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual internet(days)</th>
<th>Network factor impact index</th>
<th>Role positioning impact index</th>
<th>Psychological state impact index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>30-60</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>50.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>80-110</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>90.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>120-150</td>
<td>125.3</td>
<td>130.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>160-190</td>
<td>182.3</td>
<td>185.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>200-230</td>
<td>221.7</td>
<td>222.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the obtained results table by using VB calculation. Through the computer statistics of different online population, the relationship index between psychological status and role has been obtained, the table can be seen that with the actual internet different days, networks factor are different on the influence index of role orientation and psychological state, in which the influence index of role orientation presents the standard index line, and psychological state is also gradually stabilized under the influence of role orientation [11,12]. Therefore, in order to make the college students network mental health, we need to consider psychological status and role with the influence of the network time, and the VB software can also be a computer method of psychological research.

**Summary**

(1) The paper establishes the mathematical model and calculation algorithm of collage students’ learning network psychology analysis, and the character interaction theory is introduced into the model, and then using the undetermined coefficients design influence factor, role orientation and mental state model function.

(2) The visualization window of college students’ network psychology analysis is designed by using GUI toolbox of MATLAB, at the same time the design of impact factor, role orientation and psychological state’s computing the link button in the window can realize the visualization of network psychological analysis.

(3) Through the MATLAB simulation calculation, we obtain the quantitative analysis curve of network personality interaction factor, role orientation and status analysis, and according to the quantitative analysis curve, we can lead college students’ network psychology to the healthy development, which provides the technical reference for the research of network psychology.
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